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Abstract
Stock market is an important part of economy of a country. Prediction of stock market prices is an important issue in finance. Stock market prediction is the act of trying to determine the future value of a company stock or other financial instrument traded on an exchange. In stock price prediction the relationship between inputs and outputs are non-linear in nature, hence prediction is very difficult. In this paper we have proposed stock prediction system, which make comparison of 4 algorithms (Forecasting Algorithm, Moving Averages Algorithm, Regression Algorithm, and Neural Network Algorithm) and give the best prediction decision based on these algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Human want to make his life easier using various technologies. New technologies are used to solve human problem. So one of the difficult task is share market. Share market affects the business. It plays an important role in growth of an industry that eventually affects economy of a country. It is a common platform for companies to raise funds for company by allowing customers to buy shares at an agreed price. Now there are new technologies are available in share market field. Many tools and techniques are available for share market to help user. There is need of an experienced person to help new user for make decision about sale and purchase of share. There is need of designing a computational model that can predict certain aspects of stock movements. Back propagation algorithm with time and profit based adjusted weight factors. Time series forecasting is used to forecast the future based on historical observations. Traditional methods, such as time-series regression, exponential smoothing and Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average is based on linear models. All these methods assume linear relationships among the past values of the forecast variable and therefore non-linear patterns cannot be captured by these models. Using Time-series ARIMA Model a time series is forecasted by transformations such as differencing and logging. ARIMA model is depends on auto-regressive terms, non-seasonal differences, lagged forecast errors in the prediction equation. Back propagation neural network architecture is multi layer feed forward neural network. During the back propagation phase of learning, signals are sent in reverse direction. The inputs are sent to the BPN and the output obtained from the net could be either binary 0, 1 or bipolar -1, +1 activation function.

So we design a system which help user for making decision about share. System has intelligence like human for choosing best choice. This type of technology called Artificial Intelligence (AI). The artificial intelligence technology is work like human neural system. Using artificial intelligence Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is developed.

In this paper, comparison between 4 algorithms—forecasting Algorithm, Moving Averages Algorithm, Regression Algorithm, and Neural Network Algorithm is done to drawn best decision for share market.

2. Related Work

Share market is an important part of economy of a country. It plays an important role in growth of an industry that eventually affects economy of a country. Stock market is common platform for companies to raise funds for company by allowing customers to buy shares at an agreed price.

We predict the stock portfolio price using different algorithms of artificial neural network for prediction that buy or sell or hold the stock portfolio of particular company on the basis of analyzing the stock portfolio previous months of closing price.
We use artificial neural network methods like Forecasting, Linear regression, and Moving averages. In forecasting method, the system is taking the three days last and the current year stock portfolio closing price from the predicted date and performs calculations on it for predicting the stock portfolio price. Moving averages method, system is take the ten days’ stock portfolio closing price from the predicting date and calculate the stock price. In this method an alpha is set for the predicting value it is a constant for this method. Regression method, it is a statistical assessing the association between two variables. It is used to find relationship between two variables. Neural networks method has effective, general purpose approach for pattern recognition, classification, and clustering and especially time series prediction with a great degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, their performance is not always satisfactory. Back propagation algorithm is the best algorithm to be used in Feed Forward Neural Network (FNN) because it reduces an error between the actual output and desired output in a gradient descent manner.

In share market large amount of investment is happen. Shareholders invest their money in many companies. Many websites are available to give updates about share to their shareholders. This website gives information about share market. Newly entered person in stock market need help of experienced person’s advice. Using experienced person’s knowledge new user can make efficient decision. So, there is no software or tool available to help new user. Stock market prediction has certain issue. Researcher cannot discover method for prediction of stock market price movement.

In this system we generate a share value which is close to changes in share market using various algorithm comparisons.

2.1 Work flow of block diagram:

1] Fetch Stock Data:
In This System Stock portfolio data will fetch from using Yahoo API and perform the analysis on the stock exchange data (opening price, closing price, high, low) for the prediction of next day decision.

2] Analysis Data:
System performs analysis on stock data using 4 algorithms:
   a) Moving average algorithm
   b) Forecasting algorithm
   c) Neural nephron algorithm
   d) Regression algorithm.

After applying above 4 algorithms find the most efficient algorithm for calculating predicted value and making decision we called it as filtered algorithm.

3] Analysis using Filtered Algorithm:
Once get the filtered algorithm we find the predicted value and decision using this algorithm. Take last month of data analyze it using filtered algorithm according to that put the result to users.

4] Decision to Customers
System gives decision in the following form
   a) Sale- Our system recommends customer to sale a stock according to that customer will make the profit
   b) Buy- Our system recommends customer to buy a stock so in a way that customer will make the profit
   c) Hold- Our system recommends customer to hold a stock so in way that customer avoid his/her loss

3. Methodology

To develop stock market prediction system, it requires parameters such as follows:

1) Data set:
To predict any value, it requires large amount of input data. Processing these data and applying algorithms on it, we can predict the future value. So in this system, we
required share market data which can take from Yahoo! or other companies.

2) Data Processing:
Applying four algorithms on input data set:

a) Forecasting algorithm:
The process of making predictions of the future based on past and present data and analysis of trends is called Forecasting. Example might be estimation of some variable of interest at some specified future date. Both might refer to formal statistical methods employing time series, cross-sectional or longitudinal data, or alternatively to less formal judgmental methods.

b) Moving Averages:
In statistics, a moving average (rolling average or running average) is a calculation to analyse data points by creating a series of averages of different subsets of the full data set. It is also called a MM or rolling mean and is a type of finite impulse response filter. Variations include: simple, and cumulative, or weighted forms.

c) Neural Nephron Algorithm:
Neural network is made of no of neurons. The neural network is created by input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Neural network is depending on other parameters such as number of layers in network, no of neurons in input layer, no of neurons in hidden layer, Rate of momentum, Network learning rate. It gives correct output after processing input data.
Feed-Forward NN:
The neurons are organized in the form of layers. Input is given from the previous layer and feed their output to the next layer. Connections to the neurons in the same layers are not permitted.
Single layer network: It is simplest kind of neural network, which consists of a single layer of output nodes. The inputs are fed directly to the outputs via a series of weights.
Multilayer networks:
Network consisting of input node, output node and one or more hidden layers are called multilayer networks.

d) Regression Algorithm:
A regression is a statistical analysis assessing the association between two variables. It is used to find the relationship between two variables. We will first find slope, intercept and use it to form regression equation.
Regression Equation\(y = a + bx\)
(1)
Slope \(b = \frac{NXY - (X)(Y)}{NX^2 - (X)^2}\)
(2)
Intercept \(a = \frac{(Y - b(X))}{N}\)
(3)

3) Comparison of Algorithms:
Using artificial intelligence these four algorithms are compared. Using multilayer perceptron neural network, which algorithm gives best prediction of stock market is identified. The neural network is made up of no. of neurons which contain certain information and that information passes from one neuron to another neuron. The information is processing at neurons and produces the output. In that way the ANN is work. In our system ANN is made up of layers of neurons. First layer is connected to input data, then in multilayer network there are no of hidden layers and final output layer are present. ANN gives efficient algorithm. This most efficient algorithm for calculating predicted value and making decision we called it as filtered algorithm.

4) Analysis using Filtered Algorithm:
Once get the filtered algorithm we find the predicted value and decision using this algorithm. Take last month of data analyse it using filtered algorithm according to that put the result to users.

4. Conclusions

In this paper using previous data about stock market prices, we can predict the next day stock market price. User can easily make decision about the stock market by
using this system. In this system we use artificial neural network for choosing best algorithm which gives best solution.
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